Interested in working in Canadian Intelligence?
Canadian Security Intelligence Service is recruiting Computer Science graduates

Positions are located in Ottawa – must relocate

Pegasystems (PEGA) is the leader in cloud software for customer engagement and operational excellence. For the past 35 years, PEGA technology – CRM, digital process automation, robotics, AI, and more – has empowered the world’s leading companies to achieve breakthrough results.

Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS), in partnership with Ryerson’s Advanced Digital and Professional Training (ADaPT) program, is offering a 5-day intensive bootcamp that will lead to potential employment for qualified applicants who successfully complete the training in good standing and the CSIS screening process.

THE OPPORTUNITY
This is a 12 month employment term leading to potential employment as a Pega Developer. The salary range is $61,000 - $74,000, commensurate with experience and the positions are located in Ottawa. You must be willing to relocate.

THE PROCESS
1. Submit application at ryerson.ca/adapt
2. Complete 5-day training beginning October 19th, 2020
3. Complete and pass the CSIS hiring process

Apply at ryerson.ca/adapt by September 10, 2020

CSIS REQUIREMENTS (NOT RYERSON’S)
- Technologist diploma (3 years), Undergraduate (4 years) or Master’s Degree in Computer Science or Engineering with a software focus, or other similar major, from an accredited institution recognized in Canada
- Must be a Canadian citizen & authorized to work in Canada
- Must relocate to Ottawa
- 10 years of verifiable information
- Must pass Level 3 government security check (Enhanced Top Secret)